(X) Vote Conservative

THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAH)
The ONLY party that DOES NOT SUPPORT Lunatic Terrorist Prohibition is Conservative Party of Canada

Incumbent Prime Minister and Conservative Leader
Stephen Harper

Canada 2011 Vote
The ONLY major party that DOES NOT SUPPORT the Lunatic-Terrorist-Prohibition of pest control products is Conservative-Party-of-Canada.

Before casting your ballot, here are some things that you need to know.

If you vote for Elizabeth May, or ANY candidate running for Green-Party-of-Canada, you are supporting NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products.

If you vote for Jack Layton, or ANY candidate running for New-Democratic--Party-of-Canada, you are supporting NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products.

If you vote for Michael Ignatieff, or ANY candidate running for Liberal-Party-of-Canada, you are supporting NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products.

If you vote for Gilles Duceppe, or ANY candidate running for Le Bloc Québecois, you are supporting NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products.

These parties will ENGULF IN FLAMES and EXTERMINATE the Modern Green Space Industry that DESPERATELY NEEDS the use of pest control products.!

These parties are the POLITICAL SHIELDS for PROHIBITION-TERRORIST-ORGANIZATIONS like ...

- Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment
- Canadian-Cancer-Society
- David Suzuki Foundation
- Ecojustice Canada
- Sierra-Club-of-Canada.

On March 25th, 2011, with the gleeful help of Le Bloc Québécois, the political party that wants to separate Quebec from the rest of Canada, the Liberal-Party and the New Democratic Party cast their votes to bring the minority Conservative government down in a non-confidence motion.

This INGLORIOUS-BASTERD-COALITION-TRIO used the budget to bring the government down, but have been waiting for ANY excuse to send Canadian voters to the polls to give
them the « Coalition Government » they have been promising since their 2008-2009 failed attempt.

It matters not to the leaders of the INGLORIOUS-BASTERD-COALITION-TRIO that they have forced a May 2\textsuperscript{nd} general election the country does not want and an election the current economy does not need.

According to Prime Minister Stephen Harper —

« On May the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, we will choose between stable national government and a RECKLESS COALITION between a low-tax plan for jobs and growth, and a high-tax agenda that will stall our recovery, kill jobs and set families back. »

If Canadians are taken over by the INGLORIOUS-BASTERD-COALITION-TRIO of the POWER-CRAZED, GANG-UP STYLED LEADERS, Canada will LOSE STABILITY at a time when political instability is making the world a colder and darker place.

If the INGLORIOUS-BASTERD-COALITION-TRIO wins the next election, THE MODERN GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY WILL BE ENGULFED IN FLAMES and EXTERMINATED.

All three COALITION-PARTIES, as well as Green-Party, directly or indirectly, have CONSPIRED to IMPOSE a NATIONAL-PROHIBITION on pest control products.

God protect Canada and the Green Space Industry from the INGLORIOUS-BASTERD-COALITION-TRIO and Green-Party.

A vote for Greens, New Democrats, Le Bloc, or Liberals is a vote FOR the LEGISLATION of NATIONAL-LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION.

Any person in the Green Space Industry who votes for Greens, New Democrats, Le Bloc, or Liberals is BETRAYING the ENTIRE industry.

Any person in the Green Space Industry who DOES NOT vote Conservative DOES NOT deserve to work in the industry.

The ONLY major party that DOES NOT SUPPORT Lunatic-Terrorist-Prohibition is Conservative-Party-of-Canada.
A Vote For Conservatives and Stephen Harper Is A Vote AGAINST LUNATIC TERRORIST PROHIBITION
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Nation-Wide Enviro-Terror

Green Party of Canada (GPC)

Political Shield for Sierra-Club and other Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations

2011 03 25 — NATION-WIDE ENVIRO-TERROR CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Green-Party-of-Canada (GPC, Political Shield for the Environmental-Terrorist-Movement) — Elizabeth May (Enviro-Lunatic-Politician) — Sierra Club of Canada (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)

Summary —

A vote for Elizabeth May, Leader of Green-Party-of-Canada, is a vote for LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION

Enviro-Lunatic-Leader Elizabeth May lost both 28 hectares of land and family home to Bogus Claims of Pesticide Safety

Judge ruled Pesticides are SAFE

Elizabeth May continued to TERRORIZE Government Officials attempting to control the Spruce Budworm, one of the GREATEST Ecological Disasters in North America

Pesticide Truths Report — Video (2-Minutes) and Text —

2011 03 25 — NATION-WIDE ENVIRO-TEROR CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Green-Party-of-Canada (GPC, Political Shield for the Environmental-Terrorist-Movement) — Inglorious Lunatic NATIONAL Basterds Coalition — NATIONAL Party Coalition Will ENGULF IN FLAMES the Modern Green Space Industry! — Elizabeth May (Enviro-Lunatic-Politician) — Sierra Club of Canada (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — A Vote For Elizabeth May Is A Vote For PROHIBITION — God Protect Canada from Green-Party

Summary —

God protect Canada from the Deadly-Coalition-Trio and the Green-Party

All three COALITION-PARTIES (Bloc, Green, Liberal), as well as the Green-Party, directly or indirectly, have CONSPIRED to IMPOSE a NATIONAL PROHIBITION on pest control products

If elected, Elizabeth May WILL CONSPIRE TO IMPOSE NATIONAL PROHIBITION of pest control products

If successful, Elizabeth May, or ANY Green-Party candidate, WILL SEEK TO IMPOSE NATIONAL PROHIBITION of pest control products — she will do so by seeking an INGLORIOUS-LUNATIC-NATIONAL-BASTERDS-COALITION with the Liberal-Party, the New Democratic Party, and Le Bloc Quebecois

FON Report —


Summary —

Green-Party-of-Canada is the POLITICAL SHIELD for PROHIBITION- TERRORIST-ORGANIZATIONS like Sierra-Club-of-Canada

Elizabeth May is an UNEDUCATED RESTAURANT WAITRESS — she is now Enviro-Lunatic-Leader of Green-Party-of-Canada, the POLITICAL SHIELD for the CONSPIRACY to IMPOSE the NATIONAL-PROHIBITION on pest control products

If successful, Elected-Green-Party-Lunatics WILL CONSPIRE TO IMPOSE NATIONAL-PROHIBITION on ALL pest control products

In April 2011, Green-Party-of-Canada released a document PRETENTIOUSLY entitled « Vision Green » which stated that it will END the use of pesticides for cosmetic purposes in Canada by 2013

Green-Party-of-Canada and other Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations have already EXTERMINATED the PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY in several jurisdictions across Canada — and they will CONTINUE TO EXTERMINATE the rest of the Green Space Industry

FON Report —

A Vote For
Green Lunatics
like Elizabeth May
Is A Vote For
LUNATIC TERRORIST
PROHIBITION
Nation-Wide Enviro-Terror

Liberal Party of Canada (LPC)

Political Shield for Canadian-Cancer-Society and other Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations


Summary —

If successfully elected to power, Liberal-Party Lunatics WILL CONSPIRE TO IMPOSE NATIONAL PROHIBITION on ALL pest control products

BE IT RESOLVED that the LIBERAL-PARTY-OF-CANADA urge the federal government to introduce an IMMEDIATE MORATORIUM [i.e. PROHIBITION] on the cosmetic use of chemical pesticides until such a time as their use has been scientifically proven to be safe [They ARE Scientifically Safe!] and the long-term consequences of their application are known [The Long-Term Effects ARE Known!]

FON Report —

A Vote For Liberal Lunatics Is A Vote For Lunatic Terrorist Prohibition

Liberal
Nation-Wide Enviro-Terror

**New Democratic Party of Canada (NDP)**

Political Shield for Canadian-Cancer-Society and other Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations


**Summary**

Jack Layton is one of the GREATEST LUNATIC-PROHIBITION-TERRORISTS to have EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

Layton is an Enviro-Lunatic-Politician who SUPPORTS the PROHIBITION of the use of pest control products in the Urban Landscape.

Layton — I rise to speak on behalf of all New Democrats on our motion to ban the use of pesticides used for cosmetic purposes in private homes and public spaces. A motion that I’m pleased to have rest in my name.

Layton — Mr. Speaker, in back yards and school yards, parks, gardens and green spaces across Canada a toxic cocktail of cancer causing chemicals are being used to kill weeds, and pests. [Wrong!]
Layton – These chemicals are seeping into our soil, leaching into the water we drink, being absorbed by our homes, harming our bodies and claiming the lives of our children. [Wrong!] 

Layton – It is time to take concrete action to ban the use of these unnecessary cosmetic pesticides. [Wrong!] 

FON Report —


Summary —

It is time to take concrete action to BAN the use of these unnecessary so-called COSMETIC PESTICIDES

FON Report —


Lunatics Like Jack Layton Is A Vote For LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION — Pest Control Products Are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE — Jack Layton ... Stay Off Our grASS

Summary —

Jack Layton is one of the GREATEST LUNATIC-PROHIBITION-TERRORISTS to have EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry

Layton is an Enviro-Lunatic-Politician who SUPPORTS the PROHIBITION of the use of pest control products in the Urban Landscape

Layton has operated as Leader and Spokesperson for the following ENVIRONMENTAL-TERROR-ORGANIZATIONS that CONSPIRE to PROHIBIT pest control products that are HEALTH CANADA APPROVED, FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE —

- New-Democratic-Party-of-Canada (NDP)
- Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)

In 1991, the Town of Hudson, Quebec, governed by a SUBVERSIVE GROUP OF LUNA-TICS, enacted a by-law that PROHIBITED the use of pest control products that were otherwise HEALTH CANADA APPROVED, FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE

According to Journalist Jim Duff, in the minds of Canadians, « LAYTON IS THE HUDSON NATIVE WHO HELPED PASS THE PIONEERING PESTICIDE BY-LAW »

It is a little-known fact that the Enviro-Lunatic-Leader of New-Democratic-Party-of-Canada, JACK LAYTON, was born and raised in Hudson, Quebec

The Hudson PROHIBITION was DEFENDED by FOURTEEN PROHIBITION-TERRORIST-ORGANIZATIONS that SQUANDERED and MISAPPROPRIATED a large portion of the millions of dollars that they received in public funds, donations, and grants, including Layton’s Federation of Canadian Municipalities

FON Report —

A Vote For New Democrat Lunatics like Jack Layton Is A Vote For LUNATIC TERRORIST PROHIBITION
Always vote for principle, though you may vote alone, and you may cherish the sweetest reflection that your vote is never lost.

— John Quincy Adams, The Sixth President of the United States

The production organization of Force Of Nature, and its various fore-runners, have followed the evolution of LUNATIC-ENVIRONMENTAL-TERRORISM for over a quarter century, as early as 1982.

Force Of Nature Reports present THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG).

This is what we do. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.

Force Of Nature Reports are destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental-Terror-Movement, Governments, and the Media, nation-wide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.

Many FON Reports provide a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY, the neutrality of which might be disputed.
The Force Of Nature Library of Reports contains all FON Reports, as well as PESTICIDE TRUTHS and OTHER FACTS with Library, History, Links, News, and Videos.

It is a LINK DATABASE created to support efforts to fight and exterminate the Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin with reports developed for the education and entertainment of the reader.

Force Of Nature Reports focus on Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin, or HUJE, who are Lying Sacs of Cwap, and who rely of Junk Science, Fear-Mongering, and Terrorism to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with the use of conventional pest control products that are otherwise SCIENTIFICALLY-SAFE for health and environment.

Force Of Nature Reports were launched for CONTINUOUS transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009 — however, the VERY FIRST Stand-Alone Force Of Nature Report was issued on September 19th, 2008.

By early 2009, the reports were released no more than five times per week, but by August 25th, 2009, Force Of Nature was produced on a DAILY basis.

http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/

Uncle Adolph is an organization that operates INDEPENDENTLY from NORAHG and Force Of Nature, and its activities are restricted to posting and archiving.

By May 27th, 2010, Uncle Adolph expanded Pesticide Truths to a SECOND Blog-Site, and independently acquired the rights to archive the ENTIRE Force Of Nature Library of Reports through a Link Database called Scribd.  
http://pesticidetruths.com/  75,000+ Reads So Far

By mid-December 2010, The Force Of Nature Library of Reports was FULLY SUMMARIZED and CROSS-REFERENCED.  
http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
Let’s Neutralize ALL Terrorists

Now that Osama bin Laden has been neutralized, let’s neutralize ALL terrorists.

Let’s neutralize ALL Lunatic-Enviro-Terrorists, legally of course.

Send us your REQUESTS for ANY INFORMATION that you need in your war against Lunatic-Environmental-Terrorists.

Lunatics deserve NO LESS than ARRESTS, FINES, and IMPRISONMENT.

DOCUMENTS, AUDIO CLIPS, and VIDEO on ALL Enviro-Lunatic Activities are also AVAILABLE to SUPPORT the LAYING of CRIMINAL CHARGES of FRAUD and CONSPIRACY in virtually EVERY JURISDICTION — these ARCHIVES contain names, statements, activities, and affiliations of ALL Enviro-Lunatics, including Government Officials and Charitable Organizations.

The ENTIRE Library of FON Reports is also available on DVD or at the following sites —

Library, History, Links, News, and Videos —

http://pesticidetruths.com/

&

http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/

QUICK DOWNLOAD of ALL FON Reports —

http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

Force Of Nature
Reports

FON

Read all about ENVIRO-LUNATICS and their ENVIRONMENTAL-TERROR-ORGANIZATIONS in FORCE OF NATURE!

The WHOLE TRUTH from an INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE!

Pest control products are HEALTH-CANDA-APPROVED FEDERALLY-LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY-SAFE, and TOTALLY-IRREPLACEABLE!

Environmental terrorism can be BEATEN!

Learn all about ENVIRO-LUNATICS and their MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR-MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES
Any person in the Green Space Industry who DOES NOT vote Conservative DOES NOT deserve to work in the industry.